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Numerical analysis of natural convection with conjugate heat transfer in coarse-grained
porous media

Manu Chakkingala,∗, Sǎsa Kenjerěsa, Iman Ataei-Dadavia, M.J. Tummersb, Chris R. Kleijna

aTransport Phenomena Section, Department of Chemical Engineering, Delft University Of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands
bFluid Mechanics Section, Department of Process and Energy, Delft University Of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands

Abstract

We report numerical simulations of fluid natural convection with conjugate heat transfer in a bottom-heated, top-cooled cubical
cavity packed with relatively large (d/L = 0.2) solid spheres in a Body Centered Tetragonal (BCT) configuration. We study
largely varying solid-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratios between 0.3 and 198, for a fluid Prandtl number of 5.4 and fluid Rayleigh
numbers between 1.16×106 and 1.16×108 and compare global heat transfer results from our present simulations to our previously
published experimental results. The interplay between convection suppression due to the solid packing, and conductive heat transfer
in the packing leads to three different regimes, each with a distinct impact of the solid packing on the flow and heat transfer. At
low Rayleigh numbers≈ 106, all packings suppress convective flow. Compared to fluid only Rayleigh-Bénard convection, heat
transfer is therefore reduced in low conductivity packings, whereas for high conductivity packings it is increased due to significant
conductive heat transfer. At intermediate Rayleigh numbers≈ 107, low conductivity packings no longer suppress convection,
whereas flow is still suppressed in high conductivity packings due to the thermal stratification imposed on the fluid by the solid.
Consequently, heat transfer is lower compared to fluid only Rayleigh-Bénard convection, even in high conductivity packings. With
a further increase of Rayleigh number& 108, convection starts to be the dominant heat transfer mechanism in all packings, and
convective heat transfer is close to that for fluid only Rayleigh-Bénard convection. The contribution of solid conduction in high
conductivity packings causes the overall heat transfer to be above that for Rayleigh-Bénard convection.

Keywords: Natural convection, Porous media, Local temperature distribution, Local fluid flow, Structured packing,
Laminar-Oscillatory flow

1. Introduction

The study of convective heat transfer in porous media has
been mostly based on Darcy’s model for porous media, i.e.
an approach in which porosity is accounted for in a volume-
averaged sense. It assumes that the porous length scales are
small compared to the flow and thermal length scales. In vari-
ous practical applications, such as convection in gravel embank-
ments [1], in heat exchangers [2], in packed bed reactors [3], in
fins to enhance heat transfer [4] or in the hearth of blast fur-
naces [5], however, the porous material is coarse-grained, i.e.
the porous length scales are not small compared to the dimen-
sions of e.g. hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers and
thermal plumes.

Detailed studies on the approaches and challenges in mod-
elling variable density flows in porous media reported in [6, 7]
explain the use of the standard Darcy model and various ex-
tended Darcy models (such as the Darcy-Forscheimer model,
which accounts for high-Reynolds number effects). All these
models are based on the volume averaging approach, and, al-
though not providing information on flow and thermal features
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at the pore-scale, these studies help us in understanding the
global flow and heat transfer in porous media.

Numerical studies with both standard [8] and extended [9]
Darcy models using a local thermal equilibrium assumption,
where a single equation is used to describe the temperature
in the fluid, as well as the porous medium, discuss the effects
of particle size and thermal properties in heat transfer. They
suggest that the critical Rayleigh number for the onset of con-
vection predicted with the Darcy-Forscheimer model decreases
from the value predicted by the standard Darcy flow model,
as the particle diameter and/or the liquid-to-solid conductiv-
ity ratio is increased. The intensity of the convective flow is
also reported to depend on the Darcy numberDa and the fluid
Prandtl numberPr f . A Da independent asymptotic convective
heat transfer regime is reported at higherRaf . Using separate
energy equations for the solid and fluid regions have been re-
ported [10] to lead to better predictions of overall heat transfer
compared to the local equilibrium approach.

Whereas solid conduction may play an important role in
the heat transfer in porous media at lowRaf , convective heat
transfer becomes increasingly dominant with increasing fluid
Rayleigh numberRaf [11,12]. These experimental results cal-
culate the thermal boundary layer thickness from the Nusselt
number. The increase in Nusselt number with the thinning of
thermal boundary layer hints at the increased contribution of
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Nomenclature

Greek Symbols

α Thermal diffusivity,(λ/ρcp), m2/s

β Coefficient of volume expansion of fluid, K−1

λ Thermal conductivity, W/m.K

ν Kinematic viscosity of fluid, m2/s

φ Porosity

ρ Density of fluid, kg/m3

Abbreviations

u∗ non-dimensional pore-scale velocity,
u

U0

u Pore-scale velocity, m/s

g accel. due to gravity (acts along Z axis), m/s2

Θ∗ Non-dimensional temperature,
T − Tc

Th − Tc

cp Specific heat capacity, J/kg.K

d Diameter of sphere, m

Da Darcy number,K/L2

E Effective heat transferw.r.t RB convection

Econv Effective convective heat transferw.r.t RB convec-
tion

K Permeability

L Height of cavity, m

Nuf Nusselt number based on fluid properties

Nuc Non-dimensional heat transfer due to conduction in
the porous media filled cavity

NuRB Nusselt number Rayleigh-B́enard convection

p Pressure, N/m2

Pr Prandtl Number

Raf Rayleigh Number based on fluid properties,
gβ f∆T L3

ν fα f

T Temperature, K

Tre f Reference temperature,
Th + Tc

2
, K

t0 characteristic time scale,
L

U0
, s

U0 characteristic velocity scale,
Raf

3/7α

L
, m/s

X,Y,Z represents the rectangular coordinate system

PP Polypropylene

RB Fluid only Rayleigh-B́enard convection

Subscripts

c Cold

f Fluid

h Hot

n Normal to the surface

s Solid

convective flow in the heat transfer process. Considerable scat-
ter in experimental data, however, is reported at moderateRaf .
Visualization of the flow at the upper boundary of a porous me-
dia filled, bottom-heated cavity [13] shows an increase in lat-
eral spread of the fluid velocity, suggesting an increase in the
3-dimensionality of the flow within the pore-space at higher
Raf . Indeed, our recent particle image velocimetry experiments
[14] in a bottom heated cavity packed with optically transpar-
ent hydrogel beads show an increase in flow velocities within
the pore-space with an increase inRaf . However, the results
from the experiments are limited to a 2D plane due to the com-
plex geometry.

Studies on convection in cavities filled with comparatively
coarse-grained porous media, such as packed beads [15], sug-
gest the use of effective (i.e. volume averaged, combined for
fluid and solid) medium properties to explain the heat trans-
fer mechanism. Heat transfer measurements in different fluids
and in porous media consisting of beads of different conduc-
tivity and size, for instance, could be adequately quantified in
terms of the effective Prandtl number of the porous medium.
The overall heat transfer is reported to be independent of the

fluid Prandtl numberPr f when the effective Prandtl number of
the medium is high. Similar studies on heat transfer in metal
foams also report the influence ofRaf andDa on heat transfer
[16, 17].

However, in contrast to what is found in [15], for porous
media like metal foams, it is reported [10, 18] that non-dimensional
numbers calculated from effective medium properties are in-
sufficient to fully characterize natural convective heat transfer.
Studies on the influence of the shape and morphology of the
solid structures in porous media [19] show that heat transfer
depends on the specific surface area of the porous medium,
further illustrating the need to analyse convective heat trans-
fer in (coarse-grained) porous media while addressing local,
3-dimensional, pore-scale effects, rather than effective media
properties alone. Such local information helps in understand-
ing global heat transfer mechanisms [12], and is essential for
the development and evaluation of Volume Averaged Navier
Stokes (VANS) closure models for convective flow in such me-
dia [20, 21].

At present, a detailed study accounting for pore-scale flow
and thermal effects in coarse-grained porous media is missing in
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the literature. In this paper, we present a detailed 3D numerical
study, resolving the local convective flow and temperature dis-
tributions in coarse-grained porous media with conjugate heat
transfer. This paper aims at understanding the heat transfer pro-
cess in a bottom heated cubical cavity filled with a structured
packing of relatively large spheres of varying conductivity, and
teaches that the interplay between convection suppressiondue
to the solid packing, and conductive heat transfer in the pack-
ing, leads to three different convection regimes, each with a dis-
tinct impact of the solid packing on the flow and heat transfer.

2. Mathematical formulations and numerical methods

2.1. Physical Problem
Natural convection in porous media is analysed in a bottom-

heated, top-cooled cubical cavity with dimensionsL × L × L
at fluid Rayleigh numbers, in the range 1.16× 106 ≤ Raf ≤

1.16×108. The porous medium is composed of spherical beads
arranged in structured Body Centred Tetragonal (BCT) Pack-
ing. The ratio of the diameter of the beads,d to the length
of the cavity,L is chosen to be 0.2. Due to the finite dimen-
sions of the cavity, the average porosity isφ = 0.41 (as op-
posed toφ = 0.302 for an infinite BCT packing) and esti-
mating the permeability from the Kozeny–Carman equation,
K = φ3d2

180(1−φ)2 [22], we getDa ∼ 4 × 10−5. Water is used as
the fluid (Pr f = 5.4). Various materials are studied as pack-
ing materials, resulting in solid-to-fluid thermal conductivity
ratios between 0.3 and 198. As will be discussed later, the
cases studied in this paper lead to stationary or slightly oscil-
latory laminar flows in the porous media filled cavity. With
β ∼ 2 × 10−4K−1 and ∆T < 10K, it is ensured in all our
simulations thatβ∆T << 1 and thus the Boussinesq approxi-
mation is valid. Using the Boussinesq approximation [23], we
numerically solve the transient Navier-Stokes and thermalen-
ergy transport equations for Newtonian flow and conjugate heat
transfer in and between the fluid and the solid.
Fluid phase:

∇ · u = 0 (1)

∂u
∂t
+ u · ∇u = −

1
ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u + gβ(T f − Tre f ) (2)

∂T f

∂t
+ u · ∇T f = α f∇

2T f (3)

Solid phase:

∂Ts

∂t
= αs∇

2Ts (4)

For used symbols, we refer to the List of Nomenclature.
The solid and fluid regions are coupled via Dirichlet–Neumann
Partitioning. The fluid region is solved with the Dirichlet bound-
ary conditionT f = Ts at the coupled interface, while the solid
region is solved with Neumann boundary condition:

λ f
∂T f

∂n
= λs
∂Ts

∂n
(5)

calculated locally. The fluid and solid regions are solved itera-
tively.

2.2. Numerical Method

In order to perform numerical simulations in our present
complex geometry, we make use of the capabilities of the Open-
FOAM finite volume CFD solver [24]. We use unstructured
tetrahedral grids to carry out numerical simulations for the packed
bed cavities and structured grids for the reference (fluid only)
Rayleigh-B́enard convection simulations (further referred to as
RB convection). The application and accuracy of OpenFOAM
in using arbitrary tetrahedral meshes has been scrutinizedin
[25], who conclude that differences between the solutions with
unstructured tetrahedral grid cells and non-body conforming
cartesian grids are small, but with additional computational costs
for simulations with tetrahedral grids. The capability of Open-
FOAM to accurately simulate momentum and mass transfer us-
ing unstructured grids are also discussed in [26, 27].

The above set of equations, Eq.(1)-(4) are thus discretized
and fully resolved numerical simulations are carried out, us-
ing a conjugate heat transfer solver that we developed in Open-
FOAM 2.4.0 [24]. The standard solver ”chtMultiRegionFoam”
in OpenFOAM is modified to account for the Boussinesq ap-
proximation as implemented in the standard solver ”buoyant-
BoussinesqPimpleFoam”. The temperature equation for the solid
phase is treated as a passive scalar equation. InAppendix A
we present a detailed validation study for our newly developed
solver against two literature studies [28, 29] on conjugate heat
transfer in natural convection. In the simulations reported be-
low, we use a 2nd order backward differencing time marching
scheme and a 2nd order central differencing scheme defined as
”backward scheme” and ”limitedLinear” respectively in Open-
FOAM to solve the convective and diffusive terms for both
the solid and fluid phase [24]. The pressure-velocity-coupling
at each time step is handled by the iterative PISO algorithm
[30]. The energy transport equation (Eq.(3)) is solved with the
divergence-free velocity obtained in each time step.

2.3. Geometry and Boundary conditions

We use water as the working fluid and study a range of
fluid Raf (1.16 × 106 ≤ Raf ≤ 1.16 × 108) . The material
of the BCT packed beads is varied to realize a large variationin
solid-to-fluid thermal conductivity ratios, viz.λs/λ f = 0.3 for
polypropylene, 1.0 for hydrogel, 70 for steel and 198 for brass,
respectively. The coordinate system is chosen such that gravity,
g acts alongZ axis. The bottom and top walls are isothermal
at temperaturesTh andTc (Th > Tc) respectively. All vertical
walls of the cavity are adiabatic. No-slip boundary conditions
are applied at all walls.

A grid independence study is carried out using three dif-
ferent meshes. In all the simulations reported, the flow was
found to be in the laminar regime, with slight oscillations at the
highestRaf reported. Thus the global non-dimensional heat
transfer at the walls, defined by the Nusselt number, was cho-
sen as the criterion to check grid independence. On the coars-
est mesh 1, a fixed tetrahedral grid cell sizeh ≈ d/8 ≈ L/40
was used in the solid phase and in the core of the cavity, and
consequently also at the interfaces between the fluid and the
solid spheres. Along the isothermal walls, the grid cell size
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was gradually refined tohBL ≈ d/16 ≈ L/80. For the medium
mesh 2 we usedh ≈ d/12 ≈ L/60 andhBL ≈ d/16 ≈ L/80,
whereas for the finest mesh 3 we usedh ≈ d/16 ≈ L/80 and
hBL ≈ d/32 ≈ L/160. At the highest studied Rayleigh number
Raf = 1.16× 108, the deviation in overall Nusselt number ob-
tained between mesh 2 and mesh 3 is found to be less than 3%.
Consequently, the mesh 3 is used for all presented simulations,
i.e. with a base grid sizeh ≈ d/16, refined tohBL ≈ d/32 in the
thermal boundary layers along the isothermal walls. The latter
is in line with the recommendationhBL/L ≈ 0.75Nu−3/2

f [31]
and experimentally obtained values forNuf [14], and ensures
a minimum number of 5-6 cells in the wall thermal boundary
layers. The resulting mesh consists of∼ 5 × 106 non-uniform
tetrahedral grid cells. Because of the laminar flow characteris-
tics varying from pure steady to slightly oscillatory, an adap-
tive time stepping is specified such that the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy number is below 0.33. In practice, this led to a fixed sim-
ulation time step once a quasi-steady state had been reached.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Instantaneous thermal field features
To illustrate the influence of the solid-to-fluid thermal con-

ductivity ratio on the temperature distribution in the cavity, Fig.1
shows side views of the thermal plumes (projected in theXZ-
plane) att/t0 = 20 for a cavity packed with hydrogel (top) and
brass beads (bottom) (solid-to-fluid thermal conductivityratio
of 1 and 198, respectively). The thermal plumes are identified
as the isosurfaces of the instantaneous non-dimensionalized tem-
peratureΘ∗ = 0.8 [hot (red)] and 0.2 [cold (blue)] at t/t0 = 20.
In the brass packed cavity, atRaf = 1.16× 107, the thermal
plumes are confined to a height less than the first layer thick-
ness of the beads. In a cavity packed with hydrogel beads, on
the other hand, cold and hot plumes meandering through the
void space in the packing result in convective flow throughout
the domain. AtRaf = 1.16× 108, the thermal plumes mean-
der and penetrate the pore spaces within the bulk of the porous
medium as well as along the side walls, for both brass and hy-
drogel packings. Compared toRaf = 1.16× 107, we see a thin-
ning of the thermal plumes atRaf = 1.16× 108. Such plume
thinning at higherRaf was also observed in our experimental
study [14].

The nature of the flow structures is visible in Fig.2, showing
instantaneousu−w velocity vectors att/t0 = 20, in a character-
istic vertical plane located atY/L = 0.62. At Raf = 1.16× 107

(Fig.2), the flow is mainly localized along the side walls for
brass packing. The horizontally stratified temperature distri-
bution confirms the absence of prominent flow in core of the
cavity. The flow structures change with the conductivity of the
solid packing material. For low conductivity hydrogel packing,
the flow is no longer localized along the side walls, but also
prevalent throughout the cavity, with a comparatively weaker
flow in the core of the cavity. This has a strong impact on
the temperature distribution. AtRaf = 1.16× 108 (Fig.2), on
the other hand, fluid flow is present throughout the cavity for
both brass and hydrogel packings, as reflected in the tempera-
ture contours.

The local Nusselt number,Nuf calculated as:

Nuf = −
L
∆T

(

∂T
∂y

)

wall

(6)

where,∆T andL are the temperature difference and distance be-
tween the hot and cold walls respectively, is analyzed at thehot
wall to understand the influence of the packing material on heat
transfer. The presence of coarse-grained porous media results
in strong local variations of the (instantaneous) Nusselt num-
ber Nuf along the isothermal walls, depending on the thermal
conductivity of the packing material (Fig.3). For a high con-
ductivity brass packing and lowRaf = 1.16× 107, local high
Nuf spots occur close to the point of contact of the spheres with
the wall, due to the dominance of solid conduction over convec-
tive heat transfer in these points. At higherRaf = 1.16× 108,
the contribution of convective heat transfer relative to solid con-
duction increases, and heat transfer becomes more uniform and
higher on average.

For a low conductivity hydrogel packing and lowRaf =

1.16 × 107, high Nuf regions occur mostly close to the side
walls, due to the dominance of convective heat transfer in these
regions. On average, however, heat transfer is lower than for
brass packing. At higherRaf = 1.16 × 108, convective heat
transfer enhancement is no longer limited to the near wall re-
gions, and heat transfer is more uniform along the entire isother-
mal wall. Although distributed differently along the wall, at
Raf = 1.16×108 the average heat transfer is dominated by con-
vection and similar for both low and high conductivity packing.

3.2. Instantaneous flow feature analysis

The instantaneous velocities (u) are non-dimensionalized
with characteristic velocity scale (U0) 1 [32], such that the non-
dimensional velocity vectoru∗ equals

u∗ =
u

U0

In Fig.4, the vertical flow in the packed cavity is visual-
ized by means of isosurfaces of the non-dimensional vertical
velocity w∗ being 0.2 (red) and -0.2 (blue) at t/t0 = 20. At
Raf = 1.16×107, vertical flow is virtually absent in the case of a
brass packed cavity, while in the hydrogel packed cavity a rela-
tively strong vertical flow is present close to the side walls, with
a weaker flow in the core of the cavity. AtRaf = 1.16× 108,
relatively strong vertical flows are present along the side walls
as well as in the core of the cavity, both in brass and in hydrogel
packed cavities. The flow in the core of the cavity is stronger
in the case of a hydrogel packed cavity, compared to the brass
packed cavity.

What was observed for the vertical velocity component, is
also generally seen for the lateral velocity components. Fig.5

1 The convective velocity scale is calculated as:

U0 =
Raf

3/7α

L

which follows from,U0 =
gβ∆Tfδ

2
θ

ν f
where,δθ = Ra−2/7

f L
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Figure 1: A side-view of the instantaneous non-dimensional temperature isosurfaces att/t0 = 20, in a cavity filled with hydrogel (top) and brass (bottom) beads at
Raf = 1.16× 107 (left) andRaf = 1.16× 108 (right) (Θ∗ = 0.2,Blue; Θ∗ = 0.8,Red)

shows isosurfaces of the scaled lateral velocityv∗, i.e. the ve-
locity component in theY-direction att/t0 = 20. At low Raf =

1.16 × 107, lateral flow is almost absent in the brass packed
cavity, and mostly concentrated along the walls for the hydro-
gel packed cavity. At higherRaf = 1.16× 108, lateral flow in
the core of the hydrogel packed cavity has strongly increased
compared toRaf = 1.16× 107, resulting in significant lateral
velocities throughout the cavity. In the brass filled cavity, even
at higherRaf = 1.16×108, lateral flows are concentrated along
the walls and mostly absent in the core of the cavity.

The increased vertical and lateral flow velocities, along the
walls and in the core of the cavity, as observed at higherRaf ,
cause convective heat transfer by the fluid to dominate over heat
conduction in the solid, diminishing the difference of overall
Nuf for low and high conductivity packing materials, with in-
crease inRaf .

3.3. Plane averaged features

In Fig.6(a) we show instantaneous scaled velocity magni-
tudesU∗ = (u∗2 + v∗2 + w∗2)0.5 averaged over theXY-plane at
t/t0 = 20, as a function ofZ/L, for both brass packed and hy-
drogel packed cavities atRaf = 1.16×107 andRaf = 1.16×108.
Also included are the same plane averaged velocities for pure
Rayleigh-B́enard (RB) convection in a water filled cavity at the
same values ofRaf . Due to the applied scaling, scaled veloc-
ities in RB convection are roughly independent ofRaf . In the
packed cavity, however, the scaled velocities strongly depend
on Raf . At Raf = 1.16× 107, the scaled velocities in the hy-
drogel packed cavity are about an order of magnitude smaller
compared to the RB convection, whereas they are yet another
order of magnitude smaller in the brass packed cavity. This
indicates that, at low Rayleigh numbers, convective heat trans-
fer is small compared to that in RB convection in the hydrogel
packed cavity, whereas it is negligible in the brass packed cav-
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Figure 2: Instantaneous velocity vectors and temperatures at t/t0 = 20, in a characteristic vertical plane atY/L = 0.62 atRaf = 1.16×107 (left) andRaf = 1.16×108

(right), for a cavity packed with hydrogel (top) and brass (bottom) beads.
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Figure 3: Instantaneous Nusselt numberNuf distributions at the hot wall att/t0 = 20, in a cavity packed with hydrogel (top) and brass (bottom) beads, at
Raf = 1.16× 107 (left) and 1.16× 108 (right).

ity dominated by conduction. AtRaf = 1.16× 108, the average
velocity magnitudes in the hydrogel and brass packed cavities
are similar, and only a factor two lower than in RB convection,
confirming that convection starts to dominate the overall heat
transfer in packed cavities at higher Rayleigh numbers, caus-
ing it to become independent of the packing material and to
approach that of RB convection.

In Fig.6(b) we show instantaneous normalized temperatures,
averaged over theXY-plane att/t0 = 20, as a function ofZ/L,
for both brass packed and hydrogel packed cavities atRaf =

1.16× 107 andRaf = 1.16× 108. Also included are the same
plane averaged temperatures for pure Rayleigh-Bénard (RB)

convection at the same values ofRaf . At Raf = 1.16× 107, the
plane averaged temperature in the brass packed cavity varies
almost linearly with height, again indicating the dominance of
solid conduction heat transfer over convection. In the hydro-
gel packed cavity on the other hand, the vertical temperature
profile is strongly nonlinear due to the significance of convec-
tion, exhibiting thermal boundary layers at the isothermalwalls
that are similar to those in RB convection. In the core of the
cavity, however, the temperature varies much more gradually
in the hydrogel packed cavity, compared to RB convection. At
Raf = 1.16× 108, the plane averaged temperatures close to the
isothermal walls in the both packed cavities become similarto
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Figure 4: Instantaneous normalized vertical velocity isosurfaces,w∗ = 0.2 (red) andw∗ = −0.2 (blue) at t/t0 = 20, in a cavity packed with hydrogel (top) and brass
(bottom) atRaf = 1.16× 107 (left) and 1.16× 108 (right).

those in RB convection, whereas in the core of the cavity the
temperature profile is still strongly influenced by the presence
of the solid packing.

3.4. The time evolution of wall-averaged heat transfer

In Fig.7 we show the time evolution of the instantaneous,
bottom wall-averaged, Nusselt number for cavities packed with
brass, steel and hydrogel beads (λbrass > λsteel > λhydrogel) at
Raf = 1.16× 107 and 1.16× 108, as well as for RB convection.

At the lowerRaf = 1.16× 107, the solid packing suppress
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Figure 5: Instantaneous normalized lateral velocity isosurfaces,v∗ = 0.2 (red) andv∗ = −0.2 (blue) at t/t0 = 20, in a cavity packed with hydrogel (top) and brass
(bottom) beads atRaf = 1.16× 107 (left) and 1.16× 108 (right).

all flow and thermal fluctuations and the wall heat transfer is
steady for all packing materials. In RB convection, on the
other hand, significant (∼ 10% peak-peak) fluctuations in heat
transfer are being observed. In the packed cavities, the wall-
averaged heat transfer increases with increased solid conduc-
tivity, but is always lower than for RB convection, due to the

highly suppressed convection.
At the higherRaf = 1.16× 108, flow and heat transfer ex-

hibit oscillatory behaviour, with peak-peak oscillations∼ 12%
in RB convection to∼ 3% in the brass bead packed cavity. In all
cases, however, the wall-averaged heat transfer is statistically
steady. Due to the increased role of convection, heat transfer in
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Figure 6: Instantaneous scaled velocity magnitudesU∗ (a) and normalized temperaturesΘ∗ (b) at t/t0 = 20, averaged overXY-planes as a function ofZ/L, in RB
convection (red), hydrogel packed (blue) and brass packed (black) cavities atRaf=1.16× 107 (· · ·) and 1.16× 108(—). An example of the temperature distribution
on the surface of the solid spheres is depicted in the inset.
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Figure 7: Time evolution of instantaneous, bottom wall-averaged, Nusselt number for cavities packed with brass (red), steel (blue) and hydrogel (magenta) beads,
as well as for RB convection (black) atRaf = 1.16× 107 (dashed) and 1.16× 108 (solid).

the hydrogel packed cavity is almost equal to that in RB con-
vection. For the high conductivity brass and steel packing,the

conductive heat transfer along with the convective heat transfer,
results in wall-averaged Nusselt numbers which are 30% higher
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than for the RB convection and hydrogel packed cavities.

3.5. Analysis long-term time-averaged wall heat transfer mech-
anisms

To understand the influence of thermal properties of the
solid packing on heat transfer, we focus on the analysis of time
and wall-averaged Nusselt numbers in Fig.8, in which Nusselt
numbers obtained from the present simulations and from our
experiments in [14] are compared for cavities packed with dif-
ferent materials, as well as fluid only RB convection, at dif-
ferentRaf . In Fig.8, the Nuf = 0.118× Ra0.3063

f correlation
obtained from our experiments for pure fluid RB convection at
107 < Raf < 108 is extrapolated towardsRaf = 106 for com-
parison with the packed cavity results atRaf < 107. For the
RB convection, and hydrogel and brass packed cavities, Nusselt
numbers obtained from simulations are in good agreement with
experimental results at 1.16× 107 ≤ Raf ≤ 1.16× 108. At very
low Raf ≈ 106, heat transfer in steel and brass packed cavities
is higher, and in hydrogel and polypropylene (PP) packed cav-
ities is lower, than for the RB convection. As will be discussed
in more detail below, at this low Rayleigh number, convection
is effectively suppressed due to wall friction in all packings,
eliminating convective heat transfer. The addition of a signifi-
cant amount of solid conduction heat transfer in steel and brass,
however, causes overall heat transfer in these packings to be
larger than for RB convection. IncreasingRaf to 107 causes an
onset of convection and increasing Nusselt numbers in the low
conductivity (PP and hydrogel) packings. In the steel and brass
packings, on the other hand, convection is still suppressedat
Raf ≈ 107. As a result, for steel and brass the Nusselt number
is fully determined by solid conduction and independent ofRaf

up toRaf ≈ 107.
Upon a further increase toRaf ≈ 108, convective heat trans-

fer starts to dominate the overall heat transfer in all packings,
causing Nusselt numbers to be very similar for brass and steel
packings. AtRaf ≈ 108, the influence of solid conduction can
still be observed, causing Nusselt number in steel and brass
packings to be higher, and in PP and hydrogel packings to be
lower than for RB convection.

To further study the impact of coarse-grained solid packings
on the overall heat transfer, the heat transfer enhancementfactor
E, defined as:

E =
Nuf

NuRB
(7)

is used to compare the overall heat transfer in packed cavities to
that in an RB convection. When the enhancement factorE > 1,
the coarse-grained solid packings enhances heat transfer com-
pared to RB convection, whereas forE < 1 the coarse-grained
solid packings reduces heat transfer.

For high thermal conductivity brass and steel packings,E >
1 at low Raf ≈ 106. At increasedRaf , E decreases, reaching
a minimum aroundRaf = 1− 2× 107, after which it increases
with increasingNuf . For both materials,E appears to approach
an asymptotic value aroundE = 1.2 for largeRaf .

For the low thermal conductivity packings PP and hydro-
gel, E < 1 for the entire range of studiedRaf . At very low

Raf ≈ 106, heat transfer is reduced by an order of magnitude
compared to RB convection, due to the suppression of flow and
the absence of significant conductive heat transfer. With in-
creasingRaf , convective heat transfer increases and the total
heat transfer seems to asymptotically approach that for RB con-
vection (E→ 1 for Raf → ∞).

From the above it is clear that conduction heat transfer plays
a dominant role in high conductivity packings at low Rayleigh
numbers, whereas convective heat transfer dominates at higher
Rayleigh numbers and in low conductivity packings. In orderto
more precisely quantify the relative contribution of (solid and
stagnant fluid) conduction and fluid convection to the total heat
transfer, we calculate the effective convective enhancement fac-
tor, Econv :

Econv =
Nuf − Nuc

NuRB− 1
(8)

where,Nuc is the contribution of solid and (stagnant) fluid
conduction to the overall heat transfer in packed cavities.Nuc

was obtained from simulations in which gravity was set to zero,
thus leaving solid and stagnant fluid conduction as the only heat
transfer mechanisms.

Fig.9 shows that, at lowRaf , the contributionEconv of con-
vection to the total heat transfer enhancement is almost zero for
all packings materials. This may be understood from the fact
that convective flow is effectively suppressed due to wall fric-
tion in the coarse-grained packings. Thus it is concluded that E
being larger than 1 at low atRaf ≈ 106 for brass and steel pack-
ings is due to the increased thermal conduction, as comparedto
the situation for a fluid-only filled cavity.

At Raf ≈ 107, the contributionEconv of convection to the
heat transfer enhancement is significantly less for steel and brass
packings, compared to PP and hydrogel packings, with the lat-
ter two being almost equal. This indicates that convective flow
is very similar in PP and hydrogel packings, whereas it is al-
most absent in the high conductivity packings. The latter can
be understood from the stabilizing effect that the high conduc-
tivity packings has on the (no-flow) stratified temperature dis-
tribution. For brass and steel packings, even thoughE > 1 at
Raf = 1.16 × 108, Econv is less than 1, and even lower than
Econv for PP and hydrogel packings. Apparently, even at this
high Rayleigh number, at which convection is the dominant
heat transfer mechanism for all packings, the relative contri-
bution of convection to the overall heat transfer is still slightly
lower for brass and steel packings, compared to PP and hydro-
gel packings.

4. Summary and Conclusion

We performed numerical simulations of fluid natural con-
vection in bottom-heated, top-cooled cubical cavities packed
with relatively large (d/L = 0.2) solid spheres of largely vary-
ing thermal conductivities (solid-to-fluid thermal conductivity
ratios between 0.3 and 198), focusing on the pore-scale flow
and heat transfer, at 1.16× 106 ≤ Raf ≤ 1.16× 108. At low
Rayleigh numbers≤ 106, the packings effectively suppresses
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convective heat transfer, irrespective of the packings material.
As a result, the overall heat transfer is strongly reduced inlow
conductivity packings, as compared to pure Rayleigh-Bénard
convection in a fluid-only filled cavity. For high conductivity
solid packings, however, the overall heat transfer is increased

compared to RB convection, due to a significant contribution
of conductive heat transfer. At intermediate Rayleigh num-
bers≈ 107, low conductivity coarse-grained packings no longer
suppress convection. High conductivity packings, on the other
hand, have a strongly stabilizing effect on the (stagnant) strati-
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fied temperature distribution that would be present in e.g. zero
gravity, and as a result, convective flow is still highly suppressed.
Consequently, at intermediate Rayleigh numbers, the totalheat
transfer is lower than for RB convection, even in high conduc-
tivity packings.

With an even further increase of Rayleigh number> 108,
convection starts to be the dominant heat transfer mechanism in
packed cavities, irrespective of the packings material. Asa con-
sequence, convective heat transfer for all packings is close to
that for RB convection, although the contribution of solid con-
duction in high conductivity packings causes the overall heat
transfer to be above that for RB convection. These results help
us to understand the mechanism of heat transfer in a porous
media filled cavity with different packing materials.

The results presented in this paper have been obtained for
mono-sized, relatively large (d/L = 0.2) packings of solid spheres.
For such coarse packings, the overall flow strongly deviates
from Darcy flow. The influence of sphere size on the trends
observed in this paper, e.g. on the Rayleigh number at which
the overall heat transfer is no longer influenced by the presence
of the solid packing, yet remains to be further studied, as is
the transition from non-Darcy to Darcy behavior at shrinking
sphere sizes. The influence of a multi-sized distribution ofthe
sphere sizes of the packing was also beyond the scope of the
present paper, but is a very interesting topic for further study. A
lower porosity, resulting from the presence of spheres of vary-
ing size, close to the vertical walls might lead to a lower heat
transfer, especially at low and intermediate Rayleigh numbers
at which the convective flow is concentrated along the vertical
walls.
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Appendix A. Validation of solver

To validate our newly developed OpenFOAM solver ”boussi-
nesqChtMultiRegionFoam”, we compared results obtained with
this solver for a natural convection conjugate heat transfer prob-
lem to previously published results obtained using a control vol-
ume based finite difference method [28] and with a boundary
element method [29]. The studied 2-dimensional problem is
illustrated in Fig.A.10. It consists of natural convection in a
squareL × L cavity. Adjacent to the left cavity wall there is
a 0.2 × L thick layer of solid material, which is heated from
the left. The right side wall of the cavity is cooled. The top

and bottom walls are adiabatic. The origin of the geometry is
taken at the lowest point of the fluid-solid interface. We used
a 100× 100 equidistant mesh spacing, with the solver and nu-
merical settings as described in section2.2. We used a transient
solver, but the flow reached a steady state after an initial tran-
sient of approximately 15 turnover times. Time averaged results
were obtained by averaging over a period of 20 turn-over times
after the steady state had been reached. Two cases, with the
thermal conductivity ratio of the solid wall to the fluid,λs/λ f=1
andλs/λ f=10, are studied for a Grashof numberGr = 107 and
Prandtl number,Pr = 0.7. Values of non-dimensional temper-
ature (Θ∗) and non-dimensional heat flux (Q) at the left solid-
fluid interface are reported in Fig.A.11 and Fig.A.12, respec-
tively, and compared to the results reported in [28, 29] . We ob-
tain a fair agreement (differences in temperatures less than 5%
and differences in heat flux less than 10%) with the results by
Hribeřsek and Kuhn [29], that were obtained with a boundary
element method . We see a very good agreement (differences in
temperatures less than 1% and differences in heat flux less than
3%) with the results by Kaminski [28] that were obtained with
a steady-state control volume based finite difference method.
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Figure A.10: Schematic representation: Conjugate heat transfer with horizontal
temperature gradient.
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